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WB Worthen Characteristics of the athletes' brain: evidence from neurophysiology and neuroimaging, characteristics of the athletes' brain: Evidence from
neurophysiology and neuroimaging. How do athletes control their movements? How does the brain functioning of athletes differ from that of non-athletes? How
long must non-athletes train to obtain the brain of an athlete. 
How people learn: Brain, mind, experience, and school: Expanded edition, neuroscience is beginning to provide evidence for many principles of learning that have
emerged from laboratory research, and it is showing how learning changes the physical structure of the brain and, with it, the functional organization of the brain. 
Brain embolism, revisited, of course, the nature of the nest always gives true bird-watchers a clue as to which bird resided there.4 2. Do emboli mostly. Since about
20% of blood bound for the brain goes to the vertebrobasilar system (about 40% goes to each carotid artery), this is about the percentage. 
The brain watchers, a documented account of application of psychological tests, mostly personality, in industry and education at all levels. Gross finds considerable
support from certain psychological sources, eg, The succession of surprisingly bad reviews of personality tests, in both. 
Event or emergency? Two response systems in the mammalian superior colliculus, investigations of collicular function can thus address fundamental problems that
occur in similar form in many different areas of the brain. Perhaps it is because these problems are funda- mental that we have come to think they are the only ones
the SC solves. 
Psychology versus psychiatry: A study of public image, applied psychology have been published within the past 10 years or so eg, The Brain Watchers (Gross, 1962),
The Tyranny of Testing (Hoffman, 1962), The Hidden Persuaders (Packard, 19S7), The Organization Man (Whyte, 1956) which could only have contributed. 
Microdialysis studies of brain norepinephrine, serotonin, and dopamine release during ingestive behavior theoretical and clinical implications, fenfluramine and self-
stimulation research was supported by Servier Amerique and MH-08493. Tryptophan research was supported by Weight Watchers. VBMountcastle, Ed. Intrinsic
Regulatory Systems of the Brain. FEBloom, Ed. Vol. 2: 647-675. 
The prediction paradigm, in the early 1960s books were published wherein selection methods were confronted:The brain watchers(Gross, 1962);The naked society
(Packard, 1964). Psychologists were seen as Peeping Toms(Washington Post, July 4, 1965. Gross, ML (1962). The brain watchers. 
The verbal and visual components of package design, this advantage probably derives from the laterality of the brain, with word processing generally being handled
by the left hemisphere, while the right hemisphere generally processes pictorial matter. Brain laterality or hemispheric laterality refers to the asymmetry of the brain. 
The brain, appetite, and obesity, home >; Annual Review of Psychology >; Volume 59, 2008 >; Berthoud, pp 55-92. Save. Share. The Brain, Appetite, and Obesity.
Home; Annual Review. The Brain, Appetite, and Obesity. Annual Review of Psychology. Vol. 59:55-92. 
Debating 'brain drain'in the context of globalisation, yang, 1995, p. 3). This growing wave of returning overseas Chinese students and scholars has attracted attention
from China-watchers everywhere, especially. We should do is create a more attractive environment for them', won popularity in the public debate over the brain
drain. 
Psychological tests and public responsibility: Introduction, hoffman's (1962) The Tyranny of Testing, Black's (1963) They Shall Not Pass, and Gross's (1962) The Brain
Watchers represent a class of criticism of the assessment field which professional psychologists find objectionable ob- jectionable because the criticisms. 
The inositol polyphosphate 5-phosphatases: traffic controllers, waistline watchers and tumour suppressors, the inositol polyphosphate 5-phosphatases: traffic
controllers, waistline watchers and tumour suppressors. This enzyme is widely expressed in tissues including the brain, testis, breast, and haematopoietic cells and
localizes to the cytosol and peri-Golgi area. 
The written troubles of the brain: Sleep No More and the Space of Character, inside the written troubles of the brain (5.3.44). Despite its eventness, Sleep No More
immerses its audience in a paradoxical practice: we write our individualized plotlines in our own movements, but are constructed within the spectacle as realist
voyeurs, watchers, and readers. 
The brain-heart connection; a round trip, wider than those of the children in the lowest tertile of outdoor physical activity (predominantly TV watchers). Although
these findings have their own specific implications, the common denominator of these observa- tions is the interaction between the heart and the brain and vice. 
The brain is wider than the sky: Analogy, emotion, and allegory, conversion rate of substrate integrates sulfur dioxide. 
14 The production of gesture and speech, 1986) has argued persuasively, cognitive sci- entists and neuroscientists can and should cooperate in order to arrive at a full
understanding of the workings of the brain. The fragment she is going to describe starts with a big sign saying, Bird watchers society. She says. 
Brain changes in the development of expertise: Neuroanatomical and neurophysiological evidence about skill-based adaptations, fourth, in some tasks there is a reor-
ganization of the task that involves differ- ent brain regions when alternate. Fifth, behaviorally rele- vant objects and other stimuli are uniquely processed by experts
(ie, faces for every- one, birds for bird watchers, ballet move- ments. 
Behavior therapy, urbana: Univer. Illinois Press, 1957. GROSS, ML The brain watchers. New York: Random House, 1962. HOFFMAN, B. The tyranny of tests. Psychol.
Bull., 1948, 45, S07-529. NICKERSON, KS Comments on The brain watchers. Amer. Psychologist, 1963, 18, S29-S31. 
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